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BB Games are proud to 
present our first game in 
partnership with ReelPlay.
U"lising ReelPlay’s Infinity ReelsTM, we have taken the 
innova"ve mechanic one step further and flipped it on its 
head! 

Mar"an Miner takes players on a futuris"c mining expedi"on 
in search of hidden treasures, on Mars! (Thanks Elon!) Merging 
two popular slot themes; mining and space/explora"on, the 
reels are set within a futuris"c mining/drill unit amidst a dusky 
Mars backdrop, with the aim for the player to drill as deep as 
possible to uncover the most valuable rewards. 

The game is designed first and foremost for mobile portrait 
use, u"lising the en"re screen real estate. The reels are 
delivered horizontally, from right to leL and showcase an 
industry first: addi"onal Infinity ReelsTM are added ver"cally to 
the boNom of the reels. This twist on the Infinity ReelsTM 
mechanic helps to immerse the player into the theme of the 
game by blending the mechanics of the game into the mining/
drilling theme of the game. 

The deeper you drill, the higher the rewards!
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Features
Infinity ReelsTM 
‣ All spins begin with 4 reels 

‣ If the boNom most reel improves a symbol 
combina"on win then an addi"onal reel is 
added to the boNom of the reels. 

‣ The new reel is spun and if it again improves 
the symbol combina"on, then another reel is 
added, and so on. (up to a maximum of 76 
addi"onal reels) 

‣ Wins are calculated once no extra reel is 
added. 

Extra Wilds 
‣ ALer 5 consecu"ve infinity reelsTM are added, 

addi"onal wilds are added to the reels for 
the remaining spins in the win sequence. 

Teleport Feature 
‣ Randomly occurring in the base game, this 

feature teleports the player to a random 
depth of the game, where the corresponding 
super high paying symbol is placed on the 
reels. 

‣ The player has one spin at the teleported 
depth level, before being returned to base 
game
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Free Spins 
‣ Freespins are triggered by a player 

achieving 10 consecu"ve infinity reelTM 
wins or more 

‣ Player reten"on/collec"on mechanic – play 
starts with the freespins meter at 5 
freespins fuel are collected on the reels in 
the base game (up to a maximum of 20. 

‣ The number of freespins awarded is equal 
to the freespins meter on the spin when 
freespins are triggered. 

Buy the Bonus 
‣ Available in jurisdic"ons where regula"on 

allows it 

- The player can choose to buy the 
freespins round. 

‣ There are 3 levels of freespins available 
that award a different amount of freespins: 

- 12 Freespins, cost = 50 X total bet 

- 16 Freespins, cost = 75 X total bet 

- 20 Freespins, cost = 100 X total bet

Technical Data 
Languages: All languages/currencies 
supported by your pla`orm 
RTP: 96.06%  

RTP Bonus buy feature: 
12 freespins = 96.12% 
16 freespins = 96.07% 
20 freespins = 96.18% 

VolaGlity: High 
HIT RATE:  

Base game = 1 in 4.47  
Freespins trigger = 1 in 177 

Teleport feature: 1 in 40 
Max Win: 5,536 X Total bet (highest 
total win observed from 1 billion 
simula"on) 
Min Bet: £0.20 
Max Bet: £25.00  
Max exposure: £138,400 
Available on:  Mobile, tablet, desktop 
Free rounds available
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PAYTABLE

‣ Base Bet is equal to Total Bet divided by 20. 

‣ Symbols pay from top to boNom where the par"cipa"ng symbol count is greater or equal to 5. 

‣ Symbol pays are calculated as the number of par"cipa"ng symbols mul"plied by the symbol value as 
found in the Paytable. 

‣ Wins are mul"plied by the Base Bet value.
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Wild Astronaut subs"tutes 
for all symbols except Free 
Spins Fuel, Ankh, Fossil and 
treasure Chest.

WILD
Awards +1 total Free Spins.
FREE SPINS FUEL

60
MARSONITE

45
DIAMOND

36
SAPPHIRE

30
RUBY

21
EMERALD

20
PLATINUM

15
GOLD

12
SILVER

10
BRONZE

7
IRON

4
ACE

4
KING

2
QUEEN

2
JACK

2
TEN
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KEY SELLING POINTS
‣ Mobile portrait first game design 

‣ Innova"ve and recognised slots mechanic – 
Infinity ReelsTM 

‣ Industry first reel delivery mechanic: Infinity 
reelsTM adding ver"cally & downwards. 

‣ Player reten"on/ freespins collec"on 
mechanic 

‣ Mul"ple game levels/ depths for players to 
explore 

‣ Exci"ng freespins round with bonus buy 
op"on (available in permiNed markets) 

‣ Two popular slot themes combined: Mining 
& Space/adventure
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Targe"ng players who enjoy: 

‣ High vola"lity 

‣ Infinity reelsTM mechanics 

‣ Immersive slot theme and mechanics 
working as one 

‣ Collec"on/ reten"on mechanics 

‣ Exci"ng reel modifiers

AUDIENCE
‣ Infinity mining reels! 

‣ Discover the buried treasures of Mars 

‣ Let Astronaut Wilds carry you deeper for 
higher rewards 

‣ Explore hidden treasures of the universe 
with Mar"an Miner! 

‣ Teleport to hidden depths of Mars where 
precious stones await the most 
adventurous players.

PROMO MESSAGES
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